LARGEST FIRST YEAR CLASS IN HISTORY OF COLLEGE ACCEPTED

179 Fresh and 17 Transfers Make Up Enrollment For This Fall

THIRTY-EIGHT PRE-MEDS

Interests of New Students Run Ranging from Advertising, Insurance, Architecture, Engineering to Medicine, Law, Journalism and French. Nearly 300 Communications Were Opened Last Week by the Newcomers, of whom 150 Were from Men Not from New England, 100 Were from New York and 30 Were from Other States.
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Newcomers to the College

FACULTY ADDS MEMBERS TO FOREIGN DEPARTMENT

William G. Wendell and John R. Williams, '36, Join Romance Language Group

John Rodney Williams, Instructor in Romance Languages, is a gradu­ate of Trinity College in the Class of 1935. Following his graduation he was the holder of the Found­er's Scholarship at Harvard University, where he studied Romance Languages. Upon receiving his Master of Arts degree at Harvard, Mr. Williams spent a year in Paris, where he was an Assistant to the Ecole des Hautes Etudes in Social Sciences. He has been in residence at Trinity for the past two years and is now completing his Foreign Language Department.

JESTERS' NOTICE

The Jesters will hold a meeting on Thursday, October 6, at 4:30 p.m. in the Main Hall, to receive plans for a possible production with Smith College in the latter part of the winter. Junior Jesters are requested to be present.

LINE PROSPECTS GOOD AS GRIFFERS PREPARE FOR DELAYED OPENING

Wealth of Line Material Will All Be Used in Building Powerful Unit

Eleven Lettermen

Large Group of Experienced Men Also for Fighting on Trinity's Eleven

Eleven lettermen and twenty-nine other candidates have been fighting for berths on the Blue and Gold football team since September. During the past weekend the squad together for early season practice. A scrimmage which faces the Hilltoppers this year will be with Union, Wofford Tech, Hobart, Coast Guard, Wesleyan, and Amherst on the gridiron. This scrimmage will be played next week, but because of the amount of work that had to be cut.

The season will officially open on Wednesday, October 25, against the Hilltoppers' gridiron, when the Jessee's will face Union. Trinity's record, however, is in doubt due to the season's opening date.

Every student of the school is strongly encouraged to support the team.

TRIPORD_NOTICE

There will be a meeting in the Tripord Office Thursday evening at 8:30 p.m. for all students interested in heading for either the editorial or business staff of the Tripord. Please be prompt.

WHO'S WHO AT TRINITY

(We publish the following information for the benefit of freshmen and other new students, so that they may become more readily acquainted with the college and its leading organiz­ations. —Ed.)

The Senate, the student governing body, is composed of ten senators who function together with the faculty in the administration of the college. The Senate is elected annually by the college students, and is in charge of all college elections. The Senate meets regularly on Monday evenings.

Alpha Phi, William H. Garden, '41, treasurer of the Senate.

Alpha Delta Phi, Edward L. Smith, president of the College.

Alpha Chi Eta, Ethel F. Barnard, secretary of the Senate.

Sigma Nu, John C. Alexander, vice-president of the College.

Delta Phi, Paul Japescher, vice-president of the College.

Alpha Tau Kappa, Henry H. Keane.

Off-Campus Neutral Body, Arthur Campbell.

On-Campus Neutral Body, George Smith.

The Medusa, a Senior honorary society, consists of a few of the men chosen toward the end of their junior year who have given outstanding service to the college life. Its function is mainly disciplinary. The members for this year are W. W. Muir, William H. Garden, Ethel F. Barnard, and Edward L. Smith.

The Trinity Dining Club is an honorary society the members of which are chosen in the middle of their sophomore year because of outstanding performance in college life. Members of this club are assigned the duty of setting as college hosts. Richard Linden is Chairman of the 1940 delegation.

The Interfraternity Council is comprised of the members of the junior and senior fraternities and is presided over by a member of the faculty. Since the College has been founded on the policy of having on campus during the week an official member of the Interfraternity Council, it will be a member of the Interfraternity Council.

The Jesters is the college dramatic society. It is a group of men connected with a production. It is the counterpart of the Junior Jesters.

The Triad is the college student newspaper. It is a publication connected with the college, and is published weekly.

Gale Sweeps College Campus and Wrecks from 30 to 35 Trees

Two Twin Disasters as Hurricane and Flood Disrupt Rush Week

TRENTY MEN ACTIVE

Scores Answer Thursday Night's Emergency Call for Construction Workers on Colt Dikes

By George B. Patterson, '39

A furious hurricane, sweeping up from Cape Hatteras, where it had veered inward, swooped at a sixty-mile-per-hour pace upon Trinity's campus on Wednesday afternoon and for three hours, shredding hours devoured the grounds.

At last the winds had subsided and bewildered students darted venture outside, to blink with amazement at the carnage wreaked by the tempest.

Extravagant orders of men had been issued to the various fraternities for their aid in clearing up the wreckage on the grounds. Some of the trees tossed over at forty-five, others had been bodily uprooted and lay at length on the ground. The lawns were littered with branches and trunk pieces.

Fraternities Suffer

Vernon Street was a shambles. A thousand or so trees lay in fallen trees, and not one fraternity grounds had completely escaped the hurricane.

Thirteen trees had been uprooted on the grounds of Delta Phi, and the slate roof of the building partially blown off. To the Alpha Delta Phi, a storm window and a chimney, and two huge trees had been torn from their roots, one of them leaning against the side of the house with its branches poking through a hole in the roof.

Further down the street similar scenes were to be found. A giant tree, leaning against the Nu porch, and the yards of Psi Upsilon, Alpha Chi Eta, and Delta Phi were chittered with branches.

An initial estimate made by F. W. Wilson, director of the city's, revealed damages to college buildings amounting to over $100,000 and to 35 trees to 35 trees.

RIVER STEADILY RISES

Mountains Tower Over River, Already swollen to alarming propor­tions by a week of almost continual rain, was rapidly rising, and by Wed­nesday night it became evident that the City of Hartford was threatened with flood disaster similar to that of 1936.

Trinity men speedily met the emergency as they had two years previous. Robert M. Muir, '39, College Body President, and Robert Flanders, '40, among the first to volunteer their aid, worked until late that evening preparing shelter for the expected in­rush of refugees.

In the morning saw more students volunteering. By this time the situation had become grave. The flood waters were rising rapidly and it was evident that a flood crest greater than that of 1936 would result.

Many Students Volunteer

All afternoon and evening scores of Trinity students worked at the services of the Missing Persons Bureau, rendered invaluable aid to the harassed officials at the Old State House, Red Cross headquarters.

As in 1936 the worst-hit sections of Hartford were along Front and Cummington Streets where the advance warnings compelled over 1000 peo­ple (Continued on page 2.)
SUGGESTS ANNOUNCES NEW FACULTY APPOINTMENTS

At the June meeting of the Trust.

STUDENT ANNOUNCES NEW FACULTY APPOINTMENTS

To the Editor of the Tripsid:

Last Spring a notice was placed on the bulletin board by the Senate for volunteers for a student band. The Tripsid came out at a later date with an explanation of such efforts. And this was the last whisper ever heard from the situation. After a while a little clique, splattered, tailed, and fairly man
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An active member just to grace the social picture? We think none of these elem

That is to say, perhaps it would be as well if nothing whatever were
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noon of the first Sunday following the

it just to grace the social picture? We think none of these elements
doesn't sound like any much of a thing, or against some opposition as RLF, Rochester, Wil

We have heard of Herr "Mein Kanarf" Hitler, and we have heard enough of the head of the Hilltopper season.
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Editor-in-Chief

WILLIAM H. GORMAN, II, '39

Assignment Editor

EDWARD B. HURST, '39

Departamental Editor

Marshall Neid, '41

WALTER J. FODWIN, '41

FRANCIS A. KELLY, '41

FRANCIS A. STOCKWELL, JR., '39

Business Staff

Albert VanDuzer, '41

Richard C. Phillips, '41

HARRY H. EWING, '41

GOOD LUCK, 1942

Annually extending the welcoming hand to a fresh wave of undergraduates has become as stereotyped and laborious as seeing people off on trains—there is much talk and nothing is said. Perhaps it would be just as well if nothing at all were said, for in this way, on the one hand, the process of rushing and relief work caused by the twin disasters of flood and hurricanes in the East will scarcely have enough time to read this far.

To begin with, we must have been apprised of the efficiency and beauty of Trinity's physical equipment, for which there is justifiable pride to those who have seen the college grow from a sleepy little campus with the dorms and the library, the track team, who has been figurine, handling that ball in the backfield in years to come. At the first tryout of the new faces in the first string his responsibilities.

At the June meeting of the Trinity College Program, having been successfully started last fall, the program for the current year has been announced for next year.

Michael Lindsay Hoffman was appointed as Editor-in-Chief. He is a graduate of Oberlin College in 1940. Mr. Hoffman is a graduate of Oberlin College and is also doing graduate work at the University of Chicago.

Edward L. Burnham was appointed Instructor in History. He is a graduate of Harvard where he received his degree in 1936. Mr. Burnham has been a student of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity since 1934 and is a member of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity since 1934.

The Tripsid Club is the first student group to be organized under the direction of Mr. Clarence E. Watters. New members for the Tripsid Club will be chosen by the faculty in June, 1942, and a new executive will be chosen by the students in their work during the junior year.

Edward L. Burnham, assignment manager; Herbert R. Bland, assistant business manager; and Francis A. Sligh, business manager. Mr. Bland is the college annual, publishing the annual election.

The Glee Club is the chief musical organization at Trinity. It rehearses under the direction of Mr. Clarence E. Watters. New members for the Glee Club will be chosen by the faculty in June, 1942, and the new executive will be chosen by the students.

The Commons Club is a local co-

The College Program, which goes into effect in the fall of 1942, will be the first student group to be organized under the direction of Mr. Clarence E. Watters. New members for the College Program will be chosen by the faculty in June, 1942, and a new executive will be chosen by the students.

Many students and faculty members feel that the atmosphere of the college has been overdone.

The college announces new faculty appointments.

WHO'S WHO

(Continued from page 1)
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FOOTBALL PREVIEW (Continued from page 1)

This is Coach Dan Jesse's seventh year as head coach of football at Trinity College. He has won twenty-nine games and lost eleven. This year he hopes to add to this record. The alumni have a much more favorable record than he does.

As head coach of football at Trinity since 1938, Bill Kelly has been one of the most powerful ever to come to the college. Bill Kelly, who was

One of the sequelisms of really good education is that it can never be learned by reading about it. It is a lifetime of achievement and inspires to strive for ever wider vision, to guard, and Ron Kinney, a promising sophomore. At the guards will

The new lineup will probably find two veterans, Wilcox, and two sophomores, Tyler who have had some experience.
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ALUMNI NEWS

The best advertisement a college can have is its alumni. According to questionnaires filled out by this year’s new students, the following Alumni were instrumental in influencing them to come to Trinity. Because the list is likely to be incomplete, the Alumni Office should be pleased to learn names erroneously omitted.

1877—The Rev. William A. Boardman
1880—John P. Elton
1889—Thomas A. Conover
1891—Arthur L. Greene
1898—The Rev. James W. Lord
1890—Arthur L. Green
1891—Arthur L. Green
1887—The Rev. William Kibitz
1893—MARTIN W. FENNER
1901—Robert T. seafood
1907—The Rev. W. S. Robinson
1908—Bernard A. W. Bowditch
1909—Hollis S. Candee
1913—William P. Barber
1915—Frederick Carpenter, M.D.
1917—Guy M. Baldwin
West Hartford Branch-955 Farmington
1918—Judson Markham
1919—Melville Shubhiens
1920—Stewart W. Purdy
1921—Edward S. Armstrong
1922—Edward S. Armstrong
John E. Reinstein, Jr.
Lansing W. Teston
1923—Edward Cram
Louis M. Gunz
John Rice
V. H. Smoot
1924—Thomas J. Birminghan
1925—G. Waldon O’Connor
1926—Hall Bartlett
1927—James C. Mahl
1928—Edward S. Bunn
1929—Edward S. Bunn
Edwin J. Nupent, M.D.
The Rev. William D. Orr
1930—Andrew C. Brown
1931—Lyman Brainard
1932—Sarl B. Britton
Raymond F. Burton
John F. Childs
1933—Daniel S. Andrus
Raymond Blandish
James Carson
Harvey Dupn
G. Keith Fuston
Frederick Goiger
Osvald R. Graham
The Rev. William Kibitz
T. Edward McDermott
Henry G. Phipps, Jr.
David L. White
1934—Joseph E. Frosthingham
1935—Harley C. A. Jack Shanker
1936—Robert F. Whiting
1937—Thomas S. Wade
1938—Charles O. Berkman
1939—Daniel Clark
1940—Arthur T. Johnson
1941—Leeus Kellam
1942—John Mason
1943—Bruce Scholander
1944—Anthony Carcass
Frederick C. Dammelier
Thomas J. Hagarty
John H. Herald
1945—Thomas Irvine
1946—John McGarvey
1947—Charles Minter
1948—Clark G. Voerber, Jr.
1949—Charles Wilting

A HAPPY THOUGHT FOR THRIFTY COLLEGIANS

SEND your weekly laundry home by handy Railway Express

Right from your college rooms and return, conveniently, economically and fast, with no bother at all. Just phone our local college agent when to come for the bundle. He’ll collect—2 Games-25c—by handy and adds to the happy thought. Phone our agent today. He’s a good man to know and popular (only by Railway Express, by the way). It’s a method and adds to the happy thought.

PHONE 2-2118 Hartford, Conn.
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Trinity Items

(Continued from page 3.)

Friday evening in Alumni Hall the contest for the Whitlock prize in public speaking was held. President Luther presided over the meeting. The contestants were the winners of the Alumni prizes in English composition. The orations were delivered in an admirable manner, and the judges, who were Wilbur F. Good, Rev. George Lindsey, and the Rev. Edward L. Smith, had some difficulty in choosing the winner.

First prize was awarded to E. T. Smith, ‘12, whose subject was “International Relations of the Panama Canal.” H. L. Gibbs, ’12, captured second honors with “Little Citizens and the Juvenile Court.”

Trinity 50 Years Ago

The construction of the short running track just below the campus is an excellent addition to the athletic resources of Trinity. For a long time the only place for practicing has been the trackless running track in the athletic field, usually in too poor condition for any satisfactory work, or Charter Oak Park which is a great distance away. It is unfortunate that the track was not made long enough for a 220-yard course, it is so nearly that length that it may have been extended somewhat. We should then have had a fair straight course for all the shorter runs below the quarter mile.

Trinity’s fine exhibition in the new gymnasium was given in the evening of April 10. A large audience was present and the exhibition was in every way a success.

The programme was as follows:—The exhibitions were on the vaulting horse, on the parallel bars, on the swinging rings, on the horizontal bar, and tumbling. Of these the work done on the parallel bars and swinging rings was remarkably good.

The contests were: Standing high jump, running high jump, rope climbing, bar vault, high kick, and a tug of war between the classes of ’90 and ’91. It was, of course, the most interesting event of the evening, and there was immense excitement over it. 

TRINITY MEN FAVOR THE HOTEL BOND BARBER SHOP

NEW CAPITOL BOWLING ALLEY
145 Asylum Street, Hartford
2 Games—25c
Thos. DeLucro, Manager
Telephone 7-6776
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